MFM
MIDI input and output is available on
MultiSystem II for record/playback and
also playing sounds from the console. The
ultimate in sound control comes when
using the iPad remote as part of the
Organist Palette suite of
products.

Options

MIDI in the console or MIDI in the organ
chamber are all possible. Simple MIDI
In and Out is an option on any console
processor. Need to play MIDI devices in
the chamber, no problem, just add a MIDI
option to any organ processor.

“Rather than

blind you with science,

we’ll just help you build

brilliant
organs

.”

Control
The iPad controller gives
the organist an entire high
resolution 7.9 inch screen to
control all aspects of the MIDI
stops. Pitch, Timbre, Fine-Tune
and Volume adjustments to
match the swell shades are just a
few of the options available. The
large screen allows us to create
an intuitive workspace without
cluttering the console.

SOLID STATE ORGAN SYSTEMS

The New Standard
for Pipe Organ Control
MFM control is part of the Organist Palette, a
revolutionary control surface for the organ; exclusively
from Solid State. MIDI for MultiSystem is available as an
upgrade to thousands of MultiSystems installed today.

MIDI

MIDI is the universal language of digital music
communication. MIDI for MultiSystem translates
the organ communication so it can be used by
external instruments, recorders and notation
software.

Others
MFM plays well with
others. From a simple
MIDI sequencer to
integration with
notation software,
MFM is designed to provide the organist
with a fast, flexible and easy to use
integrated system for the pipe organ.
If you have a Hauptwerk system let us
know, MFM can be configured to pass stop
data to your computer for rehearsal using
headphones.

Features
When used with the Organist Palette
MFM adds a wealth of control
Stops by name
MIDI Channel
Pitch in understandable terms
Timbre
Transposing
Fine Tune
Volume control profiles
Min volume to match shades
Volume from Swell Shoes
Modulation
Stereo Pan
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